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GABBLE-R GABBLER ABBEGLR one that gabbles (to jabber (to talk rapidly)) [n -S] 

GADGET-Y GADGETY ADEGGTY GADGET, mechanical device [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

GALLET-A GALLETA AAEGLLT perennial grass [n -S] 

GALLIC-A GALLICA AACGILL European rose [n -S] 

GALOSH-E GALOSHE AEGHLOS galosh (overshoe (protective outer shoe)) [n -S] 

GAMBLE-R GAMBLER ABEGLMR one that gambles (to play game of chance for money or valuables) [n -S] 

GARAGE-D GARAGED AADEGGR GARAGE, to put in garage (car shelter) [v] 

GARBLE-R GARBLER ABEGLRR one that garbles (to distort meaning of) [n -S] 

GARGET-Y GARGETY AEGGRTY GARGET, mastitis of domestic animals [adj] 

GARGLE-R GARGLER AEGGLRR one that gargles (to rinse mouth or throat) [n -S] 

GASHES-T GASHEST AEGHSST GASH, knowing (astute (shrewd (having keen insight))) [adj] 

GASKIN-G GASKING AGGIKNS gasket (packing for making something fluid-tight) [n -S] 

GATEAU-X GATEAUX AAEGTUX GATEAU, fancy cake [n] 

GAUCHE-D GAUCHED ACDEGHU GAUCH, to gatch (to behave boastfully) [v] 

GAUCHE-R GAUCHER ACEGHRU GAUCHE, lacking social grace [adj] / gatcher (one that gatches (to behave boastfully)) [n -S] 

GELATI-N GELATIN AEGILNT glutinous substance [n -S] 

GENERA-L GENERAL AEEGLNR military officer [n -S] 

GENTIL-E GENTILE EEGILNT non-Jewish person [n -S] 

GENTLE-D GENTLED DEEGLNT GENTLE, to tame (to make tame) [v] 

GENTLE-R GENTLER EEGLNRT GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

GEODES-Y GEODESY DEEGOSY geographical surveying [n -SIES] 

GERMAN-E GERMANE AEEGMNR relevant (pertaining to matter at hand) [adj] 

GIGGLE-R GIGGLER EGGGILR one that giggles (to laugh in silly manner) [n -S] 

GINGAL-L GINGALL AGGILLN jingal (heavy musket) [n -S] 

GINGER-Y GINGERY EGGINRY having characteristics of ginger [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

GIRDLE-R GIRDLER DEGILRR one that girdles (to encircle with belt) [n -S] 

GIRLIE-R GIRLIER EGIILRR GIRLIE, girlish (of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of girl) [adj] / GIRLY [adj] 

GITTIN-G GITTING GGIINTT GIT, to get (to obtain or acquire) [v] 

GLAIVE-D GLAIVED ADEGILV GLAIVE, sword (weapon having long blade for cutting or thrusting) [adj] 

GLANCE-R GLANCER ACEGLNR one that glances (to look quickly) [n -S] 

GLITCH-Y GLITCHY CGHILTY characterized by glitches [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

GLOBIN-G GLOBING BGGILNO GLOBE, to form into perfectly round body [v] 

GLOSSA-E GLOSSAE AEGLOSS GLOSSA, tongue [n] 

GLOSSA-L GLOSSAL AGLLOSS GLOSSA, tongue [adj] 

GLYCIN-E GLYCINE CEGILNY amino acid [n -S] 

GOATEE-D GOATEED ADEEGOT GOATEE, small pointed beard [adj] 

GOBBLE-R GOBBLER BBEGLOR male turkey (large American bird) [n -S] 

GODDAM-N GODDAMN ADDGMNO offensive word [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GOGGLE-D GOGGLED DEGGGLO GOGGLE, to use Google search engine [v] 

GOGGLE-R GOGGLER EGGGLOR one that goggles (to use Google search engine) [n -S] 

GOITRE-D GOITRED DEGIORT GOITRE, goiter (enlargement of thyroid gland) [adj] 

GOLOSH-E GOLOSHE EGHLOOS galosh (overshoe (protective outer shoe)) [n -S] 

GOODBY-E GOODBYE BDEGOOY concluding remark or gesture at parting [n -S] 

GOONIE-R GOONIER EGINOOR GOONY, stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

GOSSIP-Y GOSSIPY GIOPSSY inclined to gossip [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 
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GRADIN-E GRADINE ADEGINR one of series of steps [n -S] 

GRADIN-G GRADING ADGGINR GRADE, to arrange in steps or degrees [v] 

GRAMMA-R GRAMMAR AAGMMRR study of formal features of language [n -S] 

GRANGE-R GRANGER AEGGNRR farmer (one that farms (to manage and cultivate as farm)) [n -S] 

GRATIN-E GRATINE AEGINRT covered with crust [adj] 

GRATIN-G GRATING AGGINRT network of bars covering opening [n -s] / GRATE, to reduce to shreds by rubbing [v] 

GRAVEL-Y GRAVELY AEGLRVY in grave manner [adv] 

GRAVES-T GRAVEST AEGRSTV GRAVE, extremely serious [adj] 

GRAVID-A GRAVIDA AADGIRV pregnant woman [n -S, -E] 

GREASE-R GREASER AEEGRRS one that greases (to smear with grease (lubricating substance)) [n -S] 

GREAVE-D GREAVED ADEEGRV GREAVE, piece of armor for leg [adj] 

GRIEVE-R GRIEVER EEGIRRV one that grieves (to feel grief) [n -S] 

GRILLE-R GRILLER EGILLRR one that grills (to broil on gridiron) [n -S] 

GRIPPE-R GRIPPER EGIPPRR one that grips (to grasp (to seize firmly with hand)) [n -S] 

GROCER-Y GROCERY CEGORRY grocer's store [n -RIES] 

GROOVE-R GROOVER EGOORRV one that grooves (to form groove (long, narrow depression)) [n -S] 

GROUCH-Y GROUCHY CGHORUY ill-tempered [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

GROUSE-R GROUSER EGORRSU one that grouses (to complain (to express discontent)) [n -S] 

GROWTH-Y GROWTHY GHORTWY fast-growing [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

GRUDGE-R GRUDGER DEGGRRU one that grudges (to be unwilling to give or admit) [n -S] 

GRUNGE-R GRUNGER EGGNRRU fan of style of rock music and associated fashions [n -S] 

GUANIN-E GUANINE AEGINNU chemical compound [n -S] 

GUNNER-A GUNNERA AEGNNRU plant with large leaves [n -S] 

GUNNER-Y GUNNERY EGNNRUY use of guns [n -RIES] 

GURGLE-T GURGLET EGGLRTU goglet (long-necked jar) [n -S] 

GUTTER-Y GUTTERY EGRTTUY marked by extreme vulgarity or indecency [adj] 

GUTTLE-R GUTTLER EGLRTTU one that guttles (to eat rapidly) [n -S] 

GUZZLE-R GUZZLER EGLRUZZ one that guzzles (to drink rapidly) [n -S] 

GWEDUC-K GWEDUCK CDEGKUW geoduck (large, edible clam) [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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GABELLE-D GABELLED ABDEEGLL GABELLE, tax on salt [adj] 

GALANGA-L GALANGAL AAAGGLLN medicinal plant [n -S] 

GALEATE-D GALEATED AADEEGLT GALEA, helmet-shaped anatomical part [adj] 

GALLICA-N GALLICAN AACGILLN pertaining to French religious movement [adj] 

GALOSHE-D GALOSHED ADEGHLOS GALOSH, overshoe (protective outer shoe) [adj] 

GANGLIA-L GANGLIAL AAGGILLN gangliar (pertaining to ganglion (group of nerve cells)) [adj] 

GANGLIA-R GANGLIAR AAGGILNR pertaining to ganglion (group of nerve cells) [adj] 

GARBAGE-Y GARBAGEY AABEGGRY GARBAGE, food waste [adj] 

GAROTTE-R GAROTTER AEGORRTT one that garottes (to garrote (to execute by strangling)) [n -S] 

GARROTE-R GARROTER AEGORRRT one that garrotes (to execute by strangling) [n -S] 

GAUCHES-T GAUCHEST ACEGHSTU GAUCHE, lacking social grace [adj] 

GAUDIES-T GAUDIEST ADEGISTU GAUDY, tastelessly showy [adj] 

GAWKIES-T GAWKIEST AEGIKSTW GAWKY, awkward (lacking skill, dexterity, or grace) [adj] 
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GAZETTE-D GAZETTED ADEEGTTZ GAZETTE, to announce in official journal [v] 

GELATIN-E GELATINE AEEGILNT gelatin (glutinous substance) [n -S] 

GELATIN-G GELATING AEGGILNT GELATE, to gel (to become like jelly) [v] 

GENIPAP-O GENIPAPO AEGINOPP genipap (tropical tree) [n -S] 

GENTLES-T GENTLEST EEGLNSTT GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

GERMINA-L GERMINAL AEGILMNR being in earliest stage of development [adj] 

GESTURE-R GESTURER EEGRRSTU one that gestures (to express by bodily motion) [n -S] 

GIDDIES-T GIDDIEST DDEGIIST GIDDY, dizzy (having sensation of whirling) [adj] 

GIMMICK-Y GIMMICKY CGIIKMMY having or being like gimmick [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

GINGIVA-E GINGIVAE AEGGIINV GINGIVA, fleshy tissue that surrounds teeth [n] 

GINGIVA-L GINGIVAL AGGIILNV GINGIVA, fleshy tissue that surrounds teeth [adj] 

GIRASOL-E GIRASOLE AEGILORS girasol (variety of opal) [n -S] 

GIRLIES-T GIRLIEST EGIILRST GIRLIE, girlish (of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of girl) [adj] / GIRLY [adj] 

GLASSIE-R GLASSIER AEGILRSS GLASSY, resembling glass [adj] 

GLAZIER-Y GLAZIERY AEGILRYZ work of glazier [n -RIES] 

GLIADIN-E GLIADINE ADEGIILN gliadin (simple protein) [n -S] 

GLIMPSE-D GLIMPSED DEGILMPS GLIMPSE, to see for instant [v] 

GLIMPSE-R GLIMPSER EGILMPRS one that glimpses (to see for instant) [n -S] 

GLITTER-Y GLITTERY EGILRTTY glittering [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

GLOBATE-D GLOBATED ABDEGLOT spherical [adj] 

GLUTTON-Y GLUTTONY GLNOTTUY excessive eating [n -NIES] 

GONIDIA-L GONIDIAL ADGIILNO GONIDIUM, asexual reproductive cell [adj] 

GOODBYE-S GOODBYES BDEGOOSY GOODBYE, concluding remark or gesture at parting [n] 

GOONIES-T GOONIEST EGINOOST GOONY, stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

GRABBLE-R GRABBLER ABBEGLRR one that grabbles (to grope (to feel about with hands)) [n -S] 

GRAMARY-E GRAMARYE AAEGMRRY occult learning; magic [n -S] 

GRANDAM-E GRANDAME AADEGMNR grandam (grandmother) [n -S] 

GRAPLIN-E GRAPLINE AEGILNPR graplin (grapnel (type of anchor)) [n -S] 

GRAPPLE-R GRAPPLER AEGLPPRR one that grapples (to struggle or contend) [n -S] 

GRATINE-E GRATINEE AEEGINRT to cook food that is covered with crust [v -D, -ING, -S] 

GREENER-Y GREENERY EEEGNRRY green vegetation [n -RIES] 

GREENIE-R GREENIER EEEGINRR GREENY, somewhat green [adj] 

GRILLER-Y GRILLERY EGILLRRY place where grilled foods are served [n -RIES] 

GRIMACE-R GRIMACER ACEGIMRR one that grimaces (to contort facial features) [n -S] 

GRINDER-Y GRINDERY DEGINRRY place where tools are ground [n -RIES] 

GRIZZLE-R GRIZZLER EGILRRZZ one that grizzles (to complain (to express discontent)) [n -S] 

GROSSES-T GROSSEST EGORSSST GROSS, flagrant (extremely conspicuous) [adj] 

GRUMBLE-R GRUMBLER BEGLMRRU one that grumbles (to mutter in discontent) [n -S] 

GUMSHOE-D GUMSHOED DEGHMOSU GUMSHOE, to investigate stealthily [v] 

GUTTATE-D GUTTATED ADEGTTTU guttate (resembling drop) [adj] 

GYRATOR-Y GYRATORY AGORRTYY moving in circle or spiral [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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GALABIYA-H  GALABIYAH AAABGHILY GALABIYA, djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 
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GANGRENE-D  GANGRENED ADEEGGNNR GANGRENE, to suffer loss of tissue in part of body [v] 

GARGOYLE-D  GARGOYLED ADEGGLORY GARGOYLE (ornamental figure) [adj] 

GASTRULA-E  GASTRULAE AAEGLRSTU GASTRULA, metazoan embryo [n] 

GASTRULA-R  GASTRULAR AAGLRRSTU GASTRULA, metazoan embryo [adj] 

GEOCACHE-R  GEOCACHER ACCEEGHOR one that geocaches (to search for hidden items by using Global Positioning System device as part of game) [n -S] 

GESNERIA-D  GESNERIAD ADEEGINRS GESNERIA, designating type of flowering plant [n -S] 

GLABELLA-E  GLABELLAE AABEEGLLL GLABELLA, smooth area between eyebrows [n] 

GLABELLA-R  GLABELLAR AABEGLLLR GLABELLA, smooth area between eyebrows [adj] 

GLADIOLA-R  GLADIOLAR AADGILLOR GLADIOLA, flowering plant [adj] 

GLADSOME-R  GLADSOMER ADEGLMORS GLADSOME, glad (feeling pleasure) [adj] 

GLASSIES-T  GLASSIEST AEGILSSST GLASSY, resembling glass [adj] 

GLISSADE-R  GLISSADER ADEGILRSS one that glissades (to perform gliding dance step) [n -S] 

GLOSSIES-T  GLOSSIEST EGILOSSST GLOSSY, lustrous (reflecting light evenly and efficiently) [adj] 

GLYCERIN-E  GLYCERINE CEEGILNRY GLYCERIN, glycerol (syrupy alcohol) [n -S] 

GOLLIWOG-G  GOLLIWOGG GGGILLOOW GOLLIWOG, grotesque doll [n -S] 

GOSSAMER-Y  GOSSAMERY AEGMORSSY resembling gossamer (fine film of cobwebs) [adj] 

GRANDSIR-E  GRANDSIRE ADEGINRRS GRANDSIR, grandfather [n -S] 

GREENIES-T  GREENIEST EEEGINRST GREENY, somewhat green [adj] 

GREWSOME-R  GREWSOMER EEGMORRSW GREWSOME, gruesome (repugnant) [adj] 

GRUESOME-R  GRUESOMER EEGMORRSU GRUESOME, repugnant [adj] 

GUANIDIN-E  GUANIDINE ADEGIINNU GUANIDIN, chemical compound [n-S] 

GUNKHOLE-D  GUNKHOLED DEGHKLNOU GUNKHOLE, to make series of short boat trips [v] 

GYMNASIA-L  GYMNASIAL AAGILMNSY GYMNASIA, gyms (rooms for athletic activities) [adj] 
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